Introduction
The keen interest into human halance control has resulted in many publications in which the common goal was to elucidate the mechanisms of balance control. The impedance of the ankle joint is a particular topic of interest. Many researchers tried to obtain the ankle impedance from experimental data using almost as many different methods. One of the major goals in studying human balance control is to identify the contribution and nature of intrinsic and reflexive feedback pathways in controlling balance in various environmental conditions. The intrinsic feedback have been modeled as intrinsic stiffness (KJ and damping (Q) due to muscle mechanics and the mechanical properties of connective tissues. The reflexive feedback pathways has been modeled as neural position (KJ and velocity (D,) feedback gains with a neural time delay (0 in the feedback loop. The quasi stiffness obtained from the linear regression ofjoint angles and moments has also been used as a measure of ankle stiffness, although this measure is erroneous [2] . The results of many attempts to estimate the impedance of the ankle joint are ambivalent since they are based on the Table 1 Overview of estimated intrinsic stiffness (K,) and damping (03, proportional (K,) and velocity (0,) neural feedback gains and quasi stiffness obtained from linear regression ofjoint moment and joint angle time series. SB denotes the conditions in which the support base was rotated and VIS denotes the conditions in which the visual surround was rotated. In [l] the time series were segmented into five segments from slow to fast movements. For each segment the quasi stiffness was estimated. 
Particioants
Four women and five men (mean age = 26 years; range = 23 to 33 years, mean body mass=74 kg, range 61-84 kg, mean body length=1.82 m, range 1.68-1.93 m) participated voluntarily in the experiment. All participants were healthy and did not suffer from any motor impairments or movement-related disorders. All participants gave their written informed consent prior to the start of the experiment.
AooarahdCAREN. Motek Inc) and Recordinvs
The participants stood barefoot on a computer controlled 6DOF motion platform with their feet slightly separated (Fig. I ). They faced a visual scene (4.80 x 3.70m at a distance of 3.20m) consisting of a light grey background on which randomly distributed black dots with diameters varying from 10 to 80cm were depicted. At eye level a number was projected which served as a focus point. Except from the light from the scene and the infrared light emitted by the movement registration cameras, the room was dark.
Displacementsof heel, toe, malleolus, tibia, knee, femur, iliac crest of both legs as well as the displacement of the sacrum, head and shoulder were detemiined using reflective spherical markers. Moreover, markers were attached to the motion platform to record the actual displacements of the platform. The positions of the markers were recorded at a sampling rate of 120 Hz by means of a 3D motion capturing system (VICON), consisting of six video cameras and a control unit. Body weight and length were measured for each participant. The joint angles, angular velocities and segment energies and the Center of Mass (CoM) of the whole body relatively to the ankle joint were calculated following the procedures described by . [6] . EMG was recorded with a sample frequency of 1024 Hz. Ground reaction forces were recorded with an AMTI force plate with a sample frequency of 360 Hz. From the ground reaction forces and moments the Center of Pressure (COP) can be calculated, which is defined as the point of application of the ground reaction force on the force plate relatively to the ankle joint.
Procedures
In the present experiment a wide hand multi-sine (WB) was applied to the forward-backward direction of the motion platform, resulting in continuous horizontal perturbations of the support base. The perturbation signals were multi-sines with specific harmonics and CREST optimized phases [9] . The task given to the participants was to keep upright with their arms folded in front of their chest, either with their eyes closed (EC) or open (EO).
Both conditions were offered in a random order and each condition was repeated three times.
Before data recording, the participant was acquainted with the platform and the most difficult conditions. Prior to the start of the experiment the body posture was recorded in anatomical position. About 10s after starting the perturbation signal the position of the markers was recorded for 65s. The time between two trials was about 25s.
Parametric model of human balance con t r n I.
A simple model of balance ( Fig. 2. ) is that of a human controller balancing an inverted pendulum on a movable platform with a mass equivalent with the body mass and with a length equivalent with the distance from the ankle joint to the (CoM). Extemal disturbances and accelerations of the support base and intemal disturbances such as breathing or movement of other body parts do destabilize posture.
Rigid Bodv Dynamics
The equations of motion of inverted pendulum on a movable platform can he obtained using Newton's laws. After linearisation of these equations around erect posture, they can he expressed in the frequency domain as:
In which W is the angular velocity [rad's], 8 is the body sway angle, I,, is the distance from the CoM to the axis of rotation, m,,, is the body mass, w, are the internal perturbations, wI are external perturbations in this study evoked by accelerations of the support base ( xsb), and T,&,, is joint moment from the controller that stabilize posture (see later), and the transfer function of the inverted pendulum dynamics is: in which J is moment of inertia and g is gravitational acceleration. The mechanical effect of backwards (negative) accelerations of the support base times the CoM height and mass is equivalent with a joint moment around the ankle in forward direction (Fig. 2. ).
The mechanical model is consistent with others [12, 131 hut extended with the mechanical effect of support base translations and explicitly makes a distinction between internal and external perturbations, The reason why we explicitly distinguish internal (w,) and extemal (w2) perturbations is twofold: 1) external perturbations can he measured in contrast to intemal perturbations; 2) internal perturbations do show up in COP measurements while external perturbations and platform accelerations do not. This can he seen in the expression for the COP of the linearised inverted pendulum model:
Controller Dvnamics
The next step is a simple model for the human controller that has to stabilize the inherently unstable erect body posture. Position and velocity feedback results in positive stiffness and velocity feedback gains, needed to compensate for the negative stiffiess due to gravity and to avoid oscillations, respectively. The intrinsic impedance of the muscles and visco-elastic tissues around the ankle joint and the neural position and velocity feedback are both possible sources for the required stiffness and velocity feedback gains. A general expression for the controller in which both types of feedback mechanisms are incorporated is: 
Admittance
The admittance or the sensitivity of the human balance control model to extemal perturbations (w.) , IS ' an important property that is a measure of how well the model is able to handle extemal perturbations:
Although we can measure the CoM, the COP and the EMG of muscles involved in balance control there are also some properties that cannot be directly measured. We cannot measure the intemal disturbances (w,). Although they show up in the COP measurements they cannot be distinguished from the joint control torques (Tcon,m,). Also the torques that are caused by the intrinsic mechanical properties (T,,,,,8,,,c) of the muscular-skeletal system cannot he directly measured. Although the torques from the reflexive feedback pathways (Ta& can he estimated from EMG recordings [22] of the major calf and pre tibial muscle groups they cannot he directly measured. Also the reference signal (r) cannot be directly measured. The best guess is to assume that the reference corresponds with intention and task instruction. Fluctuations in the intention and the interpretation of the task can he modeled with a Gaussian noise (v) on the reference signal. Also sensory signal noise or other noise sources in the feedback loop can be modeled with this noise v . In the subsequent paragraphs we will call the noise v the sensor noise although it captures both noise on the reference and within the feedback loop.
Non-parametric closed-loop identifycation of human balance control
One of the major goals in studying human balance control is to identify the contribution and nature of intrinsic and reflexive feedback pathways in controlling balance in various environmental conditions. Since human balance control can be considered as a closed-loop system, closed-loop identification schemes have to be applied to identify the dynamics of the physiological control mechanisms.
The dynamics of the controller can be identified [Z] by dividing the cross spectral densities of the external perturbation and COP by the cross spectral densities of the external perturbations and the CoM
The sensitivity to extemal perturbations or the admittance can also be estimated
To verify the usage of linear models the coherence function is estimated. This function is a measure of the linearity of the system. The estimated coherence function for the CoM signal is given by:
In (6) and (7) the cross spectral density is used. Those spectral densities can he estimated from the product of the (complex conjugate) Fourier Coefficients U and Y from sampled time series data. The estimated gains, phases and coherences of all subjects and trials were averaged to obtain their means and standard deviations.
Model parameter identification of intrinsic and reflexive properties
The parameters for the inverted pendulum were obtained with an anthropometric scaling scheme 1231: J=79 kgm*/s2;1,,,=1.05 m ;m,,,=72 kg. For the relative damping and the Eigenfrequency of the activation dynamics For the minimization of (12) the FMINCON function of the MATLAB(@) optimization toolbox was used with defaults setting, except for the termination tolerance that was le-62 based on the function value. The optimization was repeated ten times with different initial settings. Local optimums were removed. The means and standard deviations of the found parameters were calculated.
Model validation:
The variance accounted for (VAF) in the frequency domain is calculated to obtain an index for 'the goodness of fit' of the model predicted to the estimated FRF's of the controller dynamics.
(14)
XlOO% can be recognized as the phase lead at lower frequencies and the effect of the neural time delay as the phase lag at higher frequencies (Fig. 3) . The system is critically damped or over-damped since in the estimated admittance no resonance peak is observed. From the estimated admittance at lower frequencies it appears that the balance control system is characterized by a very low effective stiffness since the gain of the scaled controller dynamics is about one. Since the estimated FRF of the controller dynamics is scaled by mcm&/com the consequence is that the controller torque is just a little larger than the toppling torque (mce,,g/mm 6)). In general the coherence of the estimated transfer function is high, with the exception of the coherence of the FRF's at lowest frequency for the EC condition. The estimated gain of the scaled FRF of the controller dynamics is smaller than one for this situation , resulting in a unstable system, but can be considered as an unreliable estimate since the Coherence is very small.
Intrinsic and reflexive model parameters
The unknown model parameters were found by repeated optimization (Table 2) . The model accounted for more than 98% of the variance of the estimated FRF's of the dynamics of the controller ( Table 2 ). The gain and phase of the model and the estimated FRF of CIR did correspond well, with exception of the gain at the lowest frequency for EC condition (Fig 3) . The model predicted and estimated FRF's of the admittance also correspond well, although this FRF was not used in the fitting procedure. With the used termination toleration of the optimization procedure small variations in the object function (L,(pl) and in the model parameters were found as reflected by the standard deviations ( Table 2 ). The differences in the found solutions were small and could not be recognized by visual inspection of the different corresponding FRF's. Lowering the termination tolerance of the optimization routine reduced the variation in the model parameters (not shown). Consistent solutions were found for the intrinsic damping and neural velocity feedback gain and time delay. However, no consistent solutions were found for the intrinsic stifmess and the neural position feedback gain. However, the sum of both was always the same for various initial parameter values in the model fit optimization procedure. The sum of the intrinsic and reflexive position feedback is always larger than the gravitational stiffness, m~omg/co,-741 Nmirad, which is a necessary condition for stability. For BC condition the estimated sum of K, and K, and the estimated D, was higher than in EO condition.
Results

Nonparametric FRF's
In the mean estimated FRF's of the scaled controller dynamics (C,R/m,,,,g/c, ,J the effect of velocity feedback
Discussion
The high VAF in combination with the high estimated coherences suggests that a linear model with position and velocity intrinsic and delayed feedback pathways is an accurate model to describe the mechanical effects of horizontal platform accelerations on human body sway. In comparison with others ( Table I The model fit procedure is sensitive for the used criterion and for the assumed activation dynamics (results not shown), which needs further investigation.
Conclusions
Multi sinus horizontal platform perturbations evoke postural responses in standing human subjects with EO or EC that could be used to obtain reliable estimates of the FRF's of the physiological balance control mechanisms. The found FRF's could he fitted with a simple balance control model. The model fit resulted in consistent estimates of the sum of the intrinsic stiffness and the reflexive position feedback, the intrinsic damping, the reflexive velocity feedback gains and the neutral time delay of the reflexive feedback pathway. The fitted model parameters suggests that: 1) subject applied a minimal stiffness strategy: 2) position and velocity feedback is larger for EC than for EO; 3) velocity feedback is dominated by reflexive feedback and not by intrinsic damping.
